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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis focuses on the application of super capacitor to the energy storage 

system of electric vehicles (EV). The aim of battery and super capacitor (SC) hybrid 

energy storage system (HESS) is to realize high power density and high energy 

density in one system to satisfy the requirement from EV powertrain system. By 

applying HESS to EV, the battery life can be extended, and acceleration performance 

can be improved. More importantly, efficiency of energy recovery from regenerative 

brake can be increased based on the characteristic of SC charging. Several aspects of 

HESS applied to EV are researched in the thesis. 

Firstly, the topologies of the two energy sources, combined with power interfaces, 

are introduced and analyzed for EV application. Three types of converter topologies, 

bidirectional half-bridge converter, half-controlled converter, three-level converter, 

operated as power interface for SC linked to DC bus, are compared and analyzed. The 

operation conditions and advantages are given for different DC bus voltage classes, 

considering the converter scales, efficiency and available operation ranges of state of 

charge of SC banks. 

Then, the current control of power interface is proposed for controlling power flow 

from HESS to the motor system and recovering energy to SC banks in different EV 

driving stages. The current controller design principles are given, and the dynamic 

response of the system is analyzed. The control method is applied to the converter 

systems of the mentioned HESS topologies. A three-layer control system is proposed 

as the energy management system of HESS after the power interface design. Variable 

frequency decoupling method is applied as the basic power sharing strategy between 

battery and super capacitor. The efficiency of the whole energy management strategy 

is discussed, and the state of charge of SC bank is considered for vehicular system 

operation. 

Lastly a laboratory-scale test platform of HESS with WPT charging, especially 



 
 

considering the power interface section, is developed. The system design aspect of the 

electric vehicle prototype powered by HESS is given in detail. The proposed methods 

are verified through experiments using the designed platform and prototypes. 

Furthermore, Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is a promising solution for charging 

future electric vehicles. The principle of wireless charging to EV HESS is introduced. 

The relationship between the capacity of HESS and wireless charging power pattern is 

analyzed. The HESS capacity design method considering WPT charging is stated in 

appendix. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction of hybrid energy storage for EV 

In recent years Electric Vehicles (EV) appear as one solution for the world’s 

environmental and economic problems, as renewable energy can be used to charge the 

vehicle. However, other issues of EV reduce the attractiveness to consumers. 

The energy supply, for example, is one of the major problems of EV because it does 

not achieve the same autonomy comparing with the internal combustion engine (ICE) 

vehicles. Energy Storage Systems (ESS) have been a major research area in electric, 

hybrid electric and plug-in Hybrid Electrical Vehicles (EVs, HEVs, and PHEVs) since 

1990s [1, 2]. 

Among all the energy storage devices, battery is one of the most widely used. 

However, using battery as the sole energy storage system has several disadvantages, 

such as limited energy density, short battery lifetime, and low effectiveness when 

recovering regenerative energy. In order to solve the problems above, several aspects 

which can provide solutions of performance improvement for batteries have been 

suggested, including fly-wheels, superconducting magnetic energy storage, and others. 

One of the popular methods is adding an auxiliary energy storage system, as the 

battery works as the main energy system. They compose the Hybrid Energy Storage 

System (HESS). Hybrid energy storage system, which is based on the combination 

with more than two different energy sources, includes batteries, fuel cells, and super 

capacitors, interfaced by DC/DC power converters, in order to achieve better 

performance of the storage system. Power interface between the battery and super 

capacitor plays a key role in the energy efficiency and dynamic performance. 

On the other hand, the future electric vehicle will be driven by motor, powered by 

capacitor, and charged by wireless transfer technology [3]. New approaches for 

energy storage and transformation system are needed for the future EV systems. Hori 

laboratory has developed an EV that is able to run for 20 minutes with mere 30 

seconds charging. This EV is powered solely by Super Capacitors (SC) [4, 5]. The 

inverter system and powertrain system are designed especially for the huge voltage 

range of energy bank without DC/DC converter interface [4]. Although a small size 
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EV powered by SC is realizable, a commercial EV that is fully powered by SC is 

difficult to realize, due to low energy density and high price of the SC bank. 

 

Figure 1.1 EV prototype powered by pure super capacitor modules of Hori Lab. [4]  

The aim of battery and super capacitor hybrid system is to realize high power 

density and high energy density in one system to satisfy the requirement of EV 

powertrain system. Based on the combination of two energy devices, the aim of 

hybrid system, is to realize a high-efficacy, high-performance, controllable, easy 

charging ESS for future EV application. By applying HESS to EV, the battery life can 

be extended, and acceleration performance can be improved. More importantly, 

efficiency of energy recovery from regenerative brake can be increased based on the 

characteristics of SC charging. 
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1.2 Survey of current research trends 

Many researches on hybrid energy storage system have been published in past 

several years, following the improvements of new energy storage devices, super 

capacitor, fuel cell, high performance battery, and the requirements from industrials. 

Considering the application of HESS to vehicles, three main aspects were explored by 

researchers:  

 Topologies of multi-sources and power interface combination; 

 Power sharing and energy management strategies for electric vehicle powertrain;  

 Converter technology for high power application.  

1.2.1 Review of super capacitor based hybrid electric vehicle prototypes  

Several hybrid energy system experiment platform of laboratory-scale was setup, 

and electric vehicles prototypes powered by hybrid energy system are setup. Figure 1 

shows the first electric vehicle prototype powered by battery and super capacitor 

energy system [6, 7, 8]. The super capacitor and ZEBRA battery combination is 

realized for electric vehicle driving. Two energy management strategies are applied, 

the first strategy is based on heuristic, and the second is based on an optimization 

model with neural networks. The conclusion is that the ZEBRA battery life is 

extended by 50% using the energy management strategy. One of the issues of this 

system is the bidirectional boost converter, functioning as the interface of super 

capacitor bank needs specially designed large inductor and heat sink system.  

 

Figure 1.2 Structure of EV with ZEBRA battery and super capacitor hybrid system [6, 7, 8] 

The EV hybrid energy system with battery, fuel cell, and super capacitor is 
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demonstrated in [9]. A test bed and hybrid energy simulation system is also setup in 

[9]. The practical control structure and fuzzy logic controller is proposed for arranging 

the State of Charge (SoC) of SC. Many driving cycle simulation based analysis is 

given for evaluate the efficiency of the whole system. This whole project still have no 

special consideration of DC bus voltage stability and response speed of power 

interface from the viewpoint of power electronics application.  

More hybrid energy systems are applied in different electric vehicle systems, 

including electric bicycle, educational mobile system, power assistant elevator, racing 

vehicle [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Meanwhile, many reduced scale HESS experiment 

platform is set up, based on different research objectives [14, 15, 16, 17].  

Among these research, topologies and system structures are widely discussed for 

vehicle operation. Advanced system evaluation, control and optimization methods are 

applied to energy management, such as model predictive control [14], flatness control 

[15], slide mode control [16], adaptive control [17], and strategies based on vehicular 

information fusions [8]. The final aim is to generate the optimized principle for 

energy application and s improving system efficiency. 

 

Figure 1.3 Prototypes of super capacitor based hybrid electric vehicles [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] 

1.2.2 Review of super capacitor application in current vehicle industry  

With the development of material for super capacitor, higher energy density 
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capacitor modules can be realized in the coming decades. However, recent super 

capacitor energy system is already used by car maker for low voltage vehicular energy 

system by recovering energy from regenerative braking, and improving the efficiency 

of starting stage. 

 

Figure 1.4 System structure of Mazda i-ELOOP system [18] 

Mazda i-ELOOP system is the first super capacitor based micro hybrid energy 

system in the world for vehicle application [18]. Super capacitor, provided by Nippon 

Chemi-Con Co, Ltd.[19], and low cost lead acid battery is a good option for the 

balance of cost and system life. However, the energy stored in super capacitor is 

applied for low power vehicle electrical load, such as head lamps and engine 

electronics. The DC bus voltage is less than 24V, the system is therefore easy to 

realize, considering high frequency low power class DC/DC converter and special 

designed compact super capacitor modules. The efficiency of the electric system can 

be improved around 10%. The output efficiency of main powertrain system, however, 

cannot be improved. The next generation of i-ELOOP system will be considered as 

power assistance for main power system, and the SoC usability will be improved 

based on new converter topology. 
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Figure 1.5 Honda Fit3 start-stop system configuration [20] 

 

Figure 1.6 Toyota TS040 HYBRID with super capacitor models [21] 

Super capacitor and lead acid battery system is also applied to Honda Fit3 

powertrain system [20]. Different from i-ELOOP system, a starter motor is used to 

improve the performance of the start and stop stage of engine. The system DC bus 

voltage is 12V, which does not belong to strong hybrid system that is directly linked 

to high voltage DC bus for the main power system like Toyota Prius. High power 

hybrid system equipped by super capacitor modules, named TS040 HYBRID was 

developed by Toyota for FIA world endurance championship [21]. Compact super 

capacitor modules, provided by Nisshimbo, are used for recovering energy directly.   

In summary, super capacitor application to hybrid system for vehicle application is 

increasing in recent years. If charging strategies can be improved in the future 

transportation system, it will be a promising solution for future EV energy system and 
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will change the energy storage structure of EV system. For example, the super 

capacitor bus is now implemented in large scale in public transportation of Shanghai. 

1.2.3 Review of power interface for super capacitor energy bank  

From university laboratory level research to vehicle industrial application, there 

are many of valuable and interesting points need to be considered. The power 

interface of super capacitor linked to energy system for EV is a key section for hybrid 

system.  

  Huge temporary power will flow into and out from super capacitor bank during 

operation. Due to the limitation of the power devices, the system capacity and cost for 

vehicular application, the power interface should be considered from devices selection, 

topology optimization and control algorithms aspects. 

  The high power class interface should be realized for super capacitor application in 

vehicular system. Considering optimization of different aspects, such as cost, control 

ability and stability, many researches have been proposed. The multi-phase 

interleaved converters are considered for hung current holding ability [22, 23]. 

Multi-level topology is suitable for high voltage application without changing chopper 

devices [24, 25].  Also zero current/voltage soft switch and discontinues mode 

control is applied for decreasing switch components loss [26, 27, 28]. Advanced 

converter control method and response analysis method is proposed for high 

performance application of HESS [27, 28, 29]. On the other hand, from the viewpoint 

of control of EV, PM motor’s quick speed response is rarely discussed. Although there 

are researches on the DC bus stability for constant power load [30, 31], especially for 

the EV motor powertrain with different drive considerations, the cooperated control 

strategy with EV motor inverter and DC bus voltage boost system is absolutely 

needed for future high power vehicles.  

In [32, 33], the approach of converter for SC bank, half-controlled (HC) converter 

is applied to HV HESS for super capacitor application, which is proposed and 

researched in our laboratory. The idea is based on the structure of the super capacitor 

modules. The objective is to decrease the converter size, with the cost of letting parts 

of capacitor modules under passive condition [34]. We will try to improve the control 

principle, apply HC converter topologies to electric vehicle prototypes. This aspect 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  
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The recent trends of the super capacitor application in hybrid energy storage system 

in vehicle systems are summarized below: 

 Hybrid powertrain for EV is widely researched in recent 5-6 years; 

 Super capacitor hybrid with fuel cell is also accepted as a promising solution; 

 Multi-layer control strategy is necessary for multi-source hybrid powertrain; 

 Advanced control and optimization methods to be applied in this research topic 

has just begun; 

 High performance converter is needed based on the characteristics of energy 

source is needed. 

1.3 Motivation and dissertation outline 

This thesis focuses on the application of super capacitor to the energy storage 

system to electric vehicles (EV). The aim of battery and super capacitor (SC) hybrid 

energy storage system (HESS) is to realize high power density and high energy density 

in one system to satisfy the requirement from EV powertrain system. By applying 

HESS to EV, the battery life can be extended, and acceleration performance can be 

improved. Efficiency of energy recovery from regenerative brake can be increased. 

Several aspects of HESS applied to EV are researched in this thesis.  

 

                         Figure 1.7 HESS for EV COMS 

 

In order to realize high efficiency and high performance super capacitor hybrid 

energy system for EV application, considering also the effort of new charging strategy, 

using wireless power transfer, is one motivation of this thesis. The structure of the 

electric vehicle prototype is shown in Figure 1.8. The vehicle prototype is based on 
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COMS manufactured by Toyota Auto body Co., Ltd. The hybrid energy system is 

equipped together with in-wheel motor driving system. Also wireless charging system 

is considered as a new approach for hybrid energy charging.  

The power interface for super capacitor, power flow control method, energy 

management strategy, and the capacity design principle is discussed. The possibility 

and principle of HESS charging with wireless power transfer is also analyzed and 

proved discussed reduced-scale demonstration system. Motor, wireless power transfer 

technology, capacitor, will play key roles in the electric vehicle development in 

coming decades [3]. This thesis shows an exploration for this idea application, from 

the aspect of energy utilization of EV system.  

 

 

     Figure 1.8 Proposed EV frame of HESS with WPT charger 

 

In Chapter 1 [Introduction], the framework of thesis is introduced. The background 

and the motivation of this research are analyzed. The super capacitor based hybrid 

energy storage system, proposed from universities, and developed by industrial is 

surveyed and analyzed. The issues and the objective of this research are introduced 

briefly.  
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In Chapter 2 [Modeling and Topologies of HESS for Electric Vehicles], the 

topologies of the two energy sources combination with power interfaces are introduced 

and analyzed for EV application.  

In Chapter 3 [Analysis and Control of Power Interface for Super Capacitor and 

Battery], three types of converter topologies, bidirectional half-bridge converter, 

half-controlled converter, three-level converter, operated as power interface for SC 

linked to DC bus, are compared and analyzed. The operation conditions and topology 

advantages are given for different dc bus voltage classes, considering the converter 

scales, efficiency and available operation ranges of sate of charge of SC banks. 

In Chapter 4 [Power Control and Energy Management of HESS], a three-layer 

control system is proposed as the energy management system of HESS after the power 

interface design. Variable frequency decoupling method is applied as the basic power 

sharing strategy between battery and super capacitor. The efficiency of the whole 

energy management strategy is discussed, and the state of charge of SC bank is 

considered for vehicular system operation. 

In Chapter 5 [Design of EV Prototype with HESS and Onboard Experiment 

Results], a laboratory-scale test platform of HESS with WPT charging, especially 

considering the power interface section, is developed. The system design of the electric 

vehicle prototype powered by HESS is given in detail. All the proposed methods are 

verified and analyzed by the experiment results using the designed platform and 

prototypes. 

In Chapter 6 [Conclusions and Future Works], the conclusion and future works are 

given.  

In Appendix [Advanced Charging System for HESS using Wireless Power 

Transfer], the principle of wireless charging to HESS is analyzed. The relationship 

between the optimal size of HESS and wireless charging power is stated. The control 

method for WPT charging to HESS, considering charging efficiency and power 

demand, will be considered for the next step. 

The framework and the relations among chapters are explained in Figure 1.9. The 

system design detail, and control system program developed for this research is also 

given in the appendix.  
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Figure 1.9 Outline of this thesis 
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2 Modeling and Topologies of HESS for 

Electric Vehicles  

2.1 EV energy problems and new energy devices 

Electric vehicles powered by battery still have not achieved the cruising range that 

is comparable to gas-powered conventional vehicles. This problem, caused by the 

low-energy density and specific energy in most batteries in comparison to ICE 

vehicles, can be solved in hybrid vehicles by combining high power density energy 

source with the high power density one. High ratios with peak to average power 

usually happen in vehicle driving cycles. Therefore limiting the load dynamic effects 

can improve the battery performances and extend its life. From this point of view, 

many applications such as vehicular, batteries should not be used alone. Other suitable 

sources should provide the fast power demand, allowing regenerative energy 

recovery. 

For fast power demands, storage devices as super capacitors may be the best choice. 

In order to achieve this kind of hybridization, the following requirements should be 

considered:  

 Fulfill load performance , 

 Extend battery life time,  

 Maximize the global energy efficiency. 

In order to achieve these goals, many hybrid energy system configurations have 

been studied and documented. Hybrid power sources topologies and proper related 

energy management controllers are designed. Fuel cells, capacitor modules, batteries 

are combined to this system. For electric vehicle application, there are also some extra 

requirements: 

 Simple energy management, 

 Less component constraints, 

 Good reliability, 

 Acceptable cost. 
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Table 2.1 Performance comparison of storage devices for EV and HEV [35] 

 

Table 2.1 shows the performance of super capacitor modules, types of batteries, 

for the electric vehicle application. 

2.2 Modeling and characteristics of super capacitor and 

battery as energy units  

The basic principles of SC rely on the EDL effect, which was firstly described by 

Helmholtz in 1861 [36]. The EDL (Electric Double Layer) is formed when a charged 

solid gets in contact with an electrolyte, creating two layers of opposite charges. In 

order to increase the capacitance of EDL capacitor, carbon based materials are 

commonly used. Those layers are formed in order to neutralize the charged surface, 

but it also causes a very small potential between the two layers [36]. The potential is 

proportional to the charged surface area. The carbon layers can highly increase the 

surface, so they increase its capacitance, called by super or ultra capacitor. 

Following this concept, the SC is composed of two carbon layers, immersed in an 

electrolyte solution and separated by a thin layer. The representative model is shown 

in Figure 2.1[4]. 
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Figure 2.1 The representative model of super capacitor [4] 

The main difference between a normal electrolytic capacitor and the SC other than 

the much higher capacitance is that the SC cells have a very small equivalent serial 

resistance (ESR). While the electrolytic capacitor can deal with very high voltages 

and usual SC cell voltage is less than 3V; and therefore must be connected in series to 

achieve higher voltage rate [37, 38].  

As presented, the SC’s principal advantages are the following: 

 High power density; 

 Charged and discharged nearly unlimited times; 

 Rapidly charged and discharged; 

 Energy level can be easily estimated; 

 No danger of overcharge; 

 No heavy metal for its manufacturing. 

However, SC’s also present some disadvantages: 

 Low energy density; 

 Low voltage range per cell; 

 High self-discharge rate. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the production trend of the super capacitor modules, it is clearly 

shown that the next generation will be at the same class of energy density, comparing 

with batteries as the main power supply. So it is available for high voltage and high 

energy density energy bank with super capacitor modules to power the electric motor 

system in the coming decades. 

 

Figure 2.2 SC production trend, provide by Nippon Chemi-Con [39] 

2.2.1 Modeling of super capacitor bank  

 

Figure 2.3 Super capacitor modules [39] 
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dt
 

There are many mathematics modeling methods for super capacitor [40]. Here, we 

would like to confirm the electrical performance of SC. So power charging 

/discharging modeling is necessary for super capacitor application. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Simple dynamic model of SC bank [40] 

Figure 2.4 is a simple RC model of SC; there are also the nonlinear sections 

because the total capacitance of SC is of the voltage controlled capacitance [40]. 

         

                                                         (2.1)                                                                                

C0 is the initial capacitance that represents the electrostatic capacitance of the 

capacitor. kC is a coefficient that represents effects of the diffused layer of the SC. The 

electrical performance of SC bank is shown in Equation 2.2. It shows the relationship 

between the input ISC and output USC.  

  

 

                                                                                 (2.2)            

 

0sc c cC C k U  
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Figure 2.5 Nonlinear and linear model of SC bank [38] 

2.2.2 Modeling of EV battery 

The battery modeling in Figure 2.6 is a constant voltage source in series with 

battery internal resistant. The battery is used as the DC bus voltage holder and parallel 

linked by DC bus filter in our system.  
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Figure 2.6 Simple dynamic model of battery 

                                                                      (2.3) 

As noticed, SC has the internal resistances lower than that of batteries, and this 

allows the SC to supply very large currents to the load. There is no chemical reaction 

involved in the SC’s operation, and as a result, the SC can provide high torque 

acceleration with quick response. Despite of those advantages, creating a commercial 

EV fully powered by SC is not yet possible due to the very low energy density. 

Regarding this fact, it is reasonable to think that a system which could allow EV to 

reach further distances is needed. A good solution for such problem is the combination 

of SC’s and batteries.  

The main qualities of each battery type could be performed in a hybrid based 

system by using bidirectional DC/DC converter. Assuring controllable power flow, it 

provides widely variable input voltage as well as a virtually constant voltage output. 

Therefore, an efficient and costless topology for the DC/DC converter could provide 

means to enhance the HESS, and consequently, increase EV’s autonomy. 

2.3 HESS topology analysis for EV application 

One important aspect about the HESS refers to its topology, which can be chosen 

among several types. There are six basic topological structures used for the 

SC-Battery Hybrid System. Mostly all the current researches upon DC/DC converters, 

for the HESS, are implementing different modification on those six topologies. 

The SC voltage can be independent from the voltage of the DC link, and it can also 

achieve a wider range. In addition, the battery is connected directly to the DC link. 

BAT B BAT BATU U I R 
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Consequently, the DC link voltage can be maintained relatively constant. 

A. Serial structure  

 

Figure 2.7 Serial structure [13] 

The battery and SC is linked in a simple serial structure, but the SC is not able to 

absorb the peak of power by itself as shown in Figure 2.7. There is no power transfer 

path between battery and SC, so the prototype with this structure just for educational 

demonstration [13]. 

B. Passive cascaded structure 

  

Figure 2.8 Passive cascaded structure 
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The two electric sources, batteries and SC, are directly connected in parallel 

without converter interface as shown in Figure 2.8. This configuration is also simple 

because DC/DC converter is not needed. However, this coupling needs the same 

voltage for both energy sources, and the power flow is not able to control or 

arrangement. The power or current output distribution needs to be fixed by the 

internal resistors and voltage. 

In this topology, the working range of the SC is very small, due to the voltage 

constraint of the stiff DC voltage. Moreover, just a small part of the energy is 

available in the SC buffer, which can be used by the load, as presented in [41]. 

C. Battery active cascaded structure 

In this configuration, there is a bi-directional converter between the battery and the 

SC as shown in Figure 2.9. It allows the battery’s voltage to be different than that of 

the SC, so the voltage of the battery can be maintained lower. Also, the SC is directly 

connected to the DC link. 

Advantage of setting the battery on the input side of converter is the current control 

is available and the freedom of battery size design is obtained. However, there is a 

large voltage swing on the input to the DC link since the voltage of the SC is relative 

to the energy in SC bank, as described in [42]. 

 

Figure 2.9 Battery active cascaded structure [41, 42] 
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D. SC active cascaded structure 

 

Figure 2.10 SC active cascaded structure 

This configuration as shown in Figure 2.10, previously studied in [43, 44], is the 

most studied and researched HESS. The DC/DC converter is between the 

ultra-capacitors and the DC bus, allowing the current from the SC to be controlled 

directly. The SC voltage can be independent from the voltage of the DC link, and it 

can also achieve a wider range. 

The battery is connected directly to the DC link, and the DC link voltage can be 

relatively constant. This topology also allows using a full voltage range of the SC, and 

the energy provided by regenerative braking can be effectively controlled or absorbed 

only by the SC. Furthermore, the bi-directional converter needs to be designed, in 

order to handle the power transfer of the super capacitor bank. 

 

Figure 2.11 Bi-active cascaded structure [45, 46] 
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E. Bi-active cascaded structure 

Based on the structure above, added another bi-directional DC/DC converter is 

added between energy bank and the DC link as shown in Figure 2.11. Both the 

voltage of super capacitor and battery can achieve a wide range. However due to the 

additional one converter in this topology, the cost and complexity of the system is 

highly increased. 

F. Parallel active structure 

 

Figure 2.12 Parallel active structure [47] 

This topology applies two input bi-directional DC/DC converters as shown in 

Figure 2.12, which is able to determine the current that each source should supply. 

The two currents are fully controlled, and the voltage of DC link is not necessarily the 

same as the voltage of the super capacitors or the one from the battery. Those voltages 

can be maintained lower than the DC link voltage. 

In this topology, the voltages of SC and battery both can be defined freely, so that 

the energy bank SoC can be fully used. The stability and robustness is also improved, 

since a failure of one source still allows the operation of the other. The disadvantage 

of this method is increasing the cost and complexity.  

The summarized evaluation is given by Table 2.2 as below. We can see that the SC 

active cascaded and parallel active structure is the best choice than others with 

comprehensive consideration for low voltage compact DC bus of the EV system. 
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Table 2.2 Comparison among different HESS structures 

Structure Controllable 

ability 

Redundancy Efficiency Stability Cost/ 

Complexity 

Serial structure N N N G G 

Passive cascaded 

structure 

N A N G G 

Battery active 

cascaded 

M M A M M 

SC active cascaded M M G M M 

Bi-active cascaded G G A M A 

Parallel active G G M M A 

G=Good; M=Marginal; A= Acceptable; N= No Acceptable 

Many power structure have been associated to hybrid energy sources in parallel 

topologies, and three hybrid power-source structures are mainly used, including the 

two-converter, direct, and one-converter structures.  

The two-converter structure consists in associating a static converter and a control 

loop to each energy source, as shown in Figure 2.14. This control strategy generates a 

large number of degrees of freedom in the control design. However, the drawback lies 

in the inevitable losses in converter. 
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Figure 2.13 Direct parallel hybrid energy system 

The direct parallel structure consists of connecting the battery directly to the load, 

as shown in Figure 2.13. The main drawback is SC size is fixed by DC bus voltage, 

and SC output power is limited. Although the system is low cost, battery 

controllability is also low. 

 

Figure 2.14 Two-converter parallel hybrid energy system 

The one-converter structure consists of adjusting the power flow (Figure 2.15). The 

main advantages are simplicity and reduction of both losses and costs of the power 

management interfaces and a good controllability. Therefore the structure in Figure 

2.15 is the best option for the low DC bus suitation. 

 

Figure 2.15 One-converter parallel hybrid energy system 
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The topologies must be defined to allow a continuous functioning of the hybrid 

source with good performances and limited component deteriorations. Hence, the 

hybridization purpose is to perform the following: 

1) Using the advantage of the SC bank to compensate the low battery dynamics.  

2) Recover the power generated by the load in generative mode and recover the 

power by the battery during load power decrease.  

Thus, the studied hybrid structure has several modes of operation. 

 Normal mode. The main source supplies the electric load and maintains the 

auxiliary source current; 

 Discharge mode. Both energy sources supply the electric load simultaneously; 

 Regenerative mode. The electric load supplies the storage devices;  

 Charge mode. The SC bank should be charged by battery when the energy of the 

SCs is in low level and the load output power is relatively smooth.  

Also we should pay attention that if the SCs are completely charged, the extra 

energy will be transferred into a dissipative safety device. So the SOC of the SC 

should be considered real-time and controlled to maintain at a suitable level. 

The hybrid energy source is generally composed of different specific energy 

sources, such as batteries and SCs, which enable to provide both the permanent and 

transient powers demanded by the load.  

Many power electronic architectures have been associated to hybrid energy sources. 

And the hybrid power-source structures mainly used, including serial, passive 

cascaded, one source cascaded; bi-active structure are compared in the Table 2.2, 

based on different requirements for EV application. 

The one-converter structure consists in adjusting the power fluxes. Its main 

advantages are simplicity and reduction of both losses and costs of the power 

management interfaces and a good controllability. So the structure in Figure 2.13 is 

the best choice for our system. Simply speaking, the SC is linked by one bidirectional 

DC/DC converter as the power interface to the DC bus of the vehicle energy system. 

The battery hold the DC bus voltage by liked to the DC bus directly.  
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In our energy system design for our EV prototype, the dc bus is 72V linked with 

charger, HESS and power train system. It gives us a flexible structure for many kinds 

of converter tests, not only for the super capacitor interface, also the interface for 

charger system for the next step. 

The next chapter is analyzing which kind of converter is most suitable in different 

voltage class as the power interface, especially for SC banks. 

2.4 Capacity design of HESS for EV power train 

For design the capacity of HESS with battery and super capacitor combination for 

electric vehicle power train, there are two aspects should be considered. The total 

energy size of the whole HESS system is the one aspect to consider. The other aspect 

is the proportion of the two energy banks.  

The total energy size based on the requirement of EV prototype, such as the cursing 

range of the vehicle, the power rate of the traction motor, and the efficiency of the 

energy system. The proportion of battery and super capacitor bank should be designed 

based on the size and weight of the HESS, the power sharing principle and the 

efficiency desired by the whole system.  

The performance parameters of battery and super capacitor for EV HESS are 

shown in’ Table A1 in appendix. The total capacity of HESS should satisfy the 

requirement form EV power train system in the whole driving period between two 

times of charging. Table A.2 shows the energy state of HESS before and after the 

desired driving cycle.  

 HESS capacity design principle should satisfy the requirements as below.  

 Energy stored in ESS should be over than the consumption in designed driving 

range. 

 The maximum power from HESS should satisfy the peak power to traction 

motor. 

 The weight and size of HESS should be acceptable than auto body design. 

Based on the parameters in Table A1, and Table A2, the total available energy 

before driving cycle is E0, and the consumption of energy in the desired driving range 
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Er, which is decided by the power class and efficiency of power train system. The 

relationship for total energy consumption is as below. 

  0 1- Bat SC HESS rE e e M E                            (2.4) 

 1-

r
HESS

Bat SC

E
M

e e 



                        (2.5) 

HESS maximum discharge power is Pdis, and the power required by traction 

system is PD. Their relationship can be explained as below. 

  1-dis Bdis sc HESS DP p p M P                        (2.6) 

 1-
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HESS

Bdis sc

P
M

p p 



                    (2.7) 

The maximum available weight of HESS is Mmax, which is based on vehicle auto 

body design.   

                            M A X H E S SM M                         (2.8) 

  The Equations (2.5), (2.7), (2.8) shows the basic principle of HESS capacity design 

to satisfy the requirement of EV power train system. The available ranges of 
HESSM , 

 can be obtained by fixing system parameters and design requirements. In the next 

step, the converter efficiency as power interface and the volume size of HESS will be 

considered as vehicular equipment.  

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, three aspects of HESS for EV application are introduced.  

The modeling of batteries and super capacitor as energy banks is necessary for 

power control and SoC monitor of energy banks. Simple model of battery is selected 

in our HESS system. The nonlinear large signal modeling of super capacitor and the 

small signal normalized model is given, which can be used for analyzing the dynamic 

response of HESS system, and the SoC observer of SC bank. All possibilities of the 
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topologies of battery SC linked with converter are analyzed, the optimal SC active 

topologies for EV system are considered in detailed. The capacity design principle is 

proposed, for the whole HESS size and the proportion between battery and SC banks. 

In the next chapter, the converter structure and control method will be considered for 

SC active topology.  
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3 Analysis and Control of Power Interface 

for Super Capacitor and Battery  

3.1 Introduction of converters as the power interface of EV 

HESS  

The high power class interface should be realized for pure electric powertrain 

system, and super capacitor application. Considering optimization of different aspects, 

such as cost, control ability and stability, many researches are proposed. The 

multi-phase interleaved converters are considered for hung current holding ability. 

Multi-level topology is suitable for high voltage application without changing current 

chopper devices.  Also zero current soft switch and discontinues mode control is 

applied for decreasing switch components loss. Advanced converter control method 

and response analysis method is proposed for high performance application of HESS. 

Nevertheless, control method for EV PM motor high speed response is rarely 

discussed. Although there are some researches on the DC bus stability for constant 

power load, especially for the EV motor power train with different driving 

considerations, the cooperated control strategy with EV motor inverter and DC bus 

voltage boost system is still needed for future high power vehicles. 

The DC/DC converter functioning as the interface for the SC bank to the DC bus 

must have the characteristics below: 

 Bidirectional power flow;  

 Wide variable voltage on one side; 

 Relatively constant voltage on the other side;  

 Wide response bandwidth of output current is needed.  

In order to realize bidirectional power flow dc-dc converters, the switch cell should 

carry the current on both directions. 

Power MOSFET and IGBT with diode in parallel usually works as basic switch for 

the bidirectional converter. In Figure 3.2， the basic boost and buck converter， which 

is signal directional converter，can be combined together for bidirectional power flow. 
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The operation model of this topology works in boost model in one direction of power 

flow, another direction will be buck model, depending on the voltages of two sides. 

 

Figure 3.1 Power flow of bidirectional converter  

Lots topologies are developed for bidirectional dc-dc converter application [22-29]. 

Non-isolated and isolated converters are the basic two types. The selection is based on 

actual system and voltage class of two sides. 

 

Figure 3.2 Relationship between bidirectional and Buck/Boost converter 

For EV application, the energy system requires high efficiency, and small size. Also 

cost and stability are both important aspects for consideration. The EV dc bus is 

usually less than 1000V, and the output power is lower than 100KW, the 

transformer-less non-isolated boost type and buck type dc-dc converter is preferred. 
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Also the bidirectional type is necessary, because the energy recovery from break is 

one important aspect for EV system. 

The basic non-isolated bidirectional dc-dc converter topology is shown in Figure 

3.2. In fact, it is the combination of signal directional boost and buck converter, which 

use on inductance commonly. The power train side is high voltage size because the 

high voltage motor system will improve the system efficiency remarkably. The energy 

banks usually stay in the low voltage side, caused by the battery module and SC 

module size limitation in the high voltage situation. So the boost stage will be used for 

the energy to the powertrain system when EV cursing. And the buck stage will be 

used as energy recovery when vehicle break.  

Multiphase current interleaving technology with minimized inductance is a good 

option for the increase the maximum power of the power output [23, 46]. A 

three-phase bidirectional dc-dc converter is shown in Figure 3.3, where the phase 

switch is controlled with 120-degree phase shift from each other. The control system 

will be the same class complexity if the three phase signal generator is available in the 

control unit.  

 

   Figure 3.3 Three-phase interleaved converter [46]    

In the battery and super capacitor hybrid energy system, as the battery will hold the 

main average power and the SC will provide the peak power, the inter-leaved 

structure will not be one good option when the output current requirement is satisfied 

in the fixed voltage by one group chopper system, such as low voltage small scale EV 

system. Also in the high voltage condition, single group of chopper will be selected, 

as the current is can be limited in the out power is fixed. 
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On the other hand, for future super capacitor powered electric vehicles, if the stable 

power interface is needed for constant huge current to traction side, the three-phase 

inter-leaved system may be a good option.  

The next section presents the discussion of optimal converter topologies for battery 

and super capacitor hybrid system.  

3.2 The optimized topology of converter for EV HESS 

As mentioned previously, SC active cascade topology is able to achieve desirable 

performance with only one dc-dc converter and therefore is the more preferable 

topology. Based on the performance and the role of SC bank in HESS for EV, 

non-isolated DC/DC converters are good options for super capacitor interface. 

Considering the non-isolated dc-dc converter, there are several choices available. 

Therefore, it is also necessary to have an ideal converter that can be applied to the 

HESS. 

However, the HB converter has several disadvantages. The silicon utilization is 

relatively poor due to the wide voltage ratio range between SC bank and DC bus. The 

inductance size should be considered, due to the huge output current under relative 

wide voltage range. 

3.2.1 Analysis of Half-controlled converter and Three-level converter as SC 

interface 

Two improved topologies are introduced here. First is the three-level converter 

topology for SC application as shown in Figure 3.4 (b). Another topological approach 

first presented in our lab under the name of half-controlled (HC) converter, shown in 

Figure 3.4 (c) [32, 33, 34]. The aims of both improved topologies are size reduction 

and efficiency improvement of the power interface. Both of these two improved 

topologies set the SC to high voltage level to increase the efficiency. The utilization of 

state of charge of the SC bank should be first considered in the system design. For our 

design, 25% of SoC remains after every deep discharge for SC bank is acceptable, 

considering the size of SC energy bank and the SC modules protection. 
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(a) Bidirectional half-bridge (HB) converter 

 

 

(b) Three-level (TL) converter 

 

(c) Half-controlled (HC) converter 

Figure 3.4 Converter topologies for SC interface 

  Considering battery and  super capacitor bank voltages for TL converter and HC 

converter, we set the voltage rate of Battery and SC is p, and the voltage rate between SC 

modules is k,  So For HB converter, 
SC

BATU
p

U
 ; for TL converter, 

SC1 2

BAT
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p

U U



, 
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Base on the working condition of voltages of two sides of converters, the operation 

range of this three converter topologies is as below, 

  

Figure 3.5 Operation voltage range of HB TL HC converter  

As shown in Figure 3.5, the blue section is TL convert operation range, and the green 

section is HC converter operation range. For Battery in high voltage, we can select 

conditional half bridge converter, as shown the operate range in the yellow section 

Table 3.1 Comparison between different converters for SC 
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The comparison among different converters for SC interface is given in Table 3.1.  

The three-level converter uses four switching elements for the output power from SC 

[35]. The upper group switch has 180 degree phase error with the lower group. 

Consequently, the switching frequency of the whole chopper system is twice as the 

chopper using two switch elements. Naturally, if the requirement of the output ripple 

is the same, the inductance can be decreased to 25%, compared to the conventional 

design. Therefore three-level converter is very suitable for the high voltage EV 

powertrain system. The disadvantage is that the number of switching elements is 

increased.  

The advantages of HC converter are as below; the ratio between the volt-ampere 

ratings of the switches in the HC converter can be decreased to half compared to 

half-bridge system. The inductor of the HC converter can be decreased nearly 50% 

[34]. The half-controlled converter has smaller inductance than the conventional one, 

and the switching elements are reduced. We applied this topology to our system, and 

the current control method mentioned in the next chapter will be based on this 

topology.  

3.2.2 SC bank voltage balance for HC converter and TL converter 

One issue of half-controlled converter is that, the voltage balance system is needed, 

which adds to the complexity of the system. As the SC banks are separated to 

controlled section and passive section. The voltage relationship between SC0 and SC1 

for system operation will be broken by the unbalance charge and discharge of the two 

banks.  
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Figure 3.6 HC’s voltage balance gets disturbed [34] 

 

Figure 3.7 Balance circuits for HC converter [33] 

The optimized voltage balance principle is researched in [33]. The size of the 

balance circuit is very small if the voltage balance works dynamically and 

continuously. By controlling the small scale chopper system, the relationship of VSC1 

and VSC0 can be arranged to optimized rate, using the equation [33], as below. 

      2,02

,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0

,1

( ) (0) 2 (0) ( ) (0) ( ) (0)
SC

SC SC DC SC SC SC SC SC

SC

C
V t V V V V t V V t V

C
         (3.1) 

The three level converter can realized voltage balance of two capacitor banks 

without extra structure. As shown in Figure 3.21, balance voltage vC can be controlled 

by Equation 3.19, and the input signal is the duty error of the duty d1 and d2. This 

method is explained in [50] in detail.  

3.3 Converter control of HESS for EV  

3.3.1 Basic control method for bidirectional dc-dc converter  

As shown in the previous section, the basic of the three topologies of power 

interface of super capacitor bank is the section marked by the blue line. The difference 

between bidirectional converter interface for HESS and buck/boost converter is that，

the two sides of the converter can seem as voltage sources if we do not consider the 

extremely low frequency response of the super capacitor voltage shown in Chapter 2. 

Also voltage and current information can be obtained using current sensors and 

voltage sensors, so this can be considered in the control system design.  
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 Figure 3.8 Modeling for bidirectional converter with sources on two-side 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Operation modes of bidirectional converter  

During On stage, SWup turns on and SWdown turns off, the system equivalent 

circuit can be represented in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.10 SWup on stage of bidirectional converter  

The inductor current is iL, the low side capacitor voltage is v2 and the high side 

capacitor voltage is v1. Inductor voltage across the inductor L is given by Equation 

(3.2) and the capacitor current is given by Equation (3.3). 

                     (3.2) 

                         (3.3) 

 

SWup Off 

Figure 3.11 SWup off stage of bidirectional converter 

System model can be obtained by the relationship for current passing capacitor and 

the voltage hold by the inductance, shown by Equation (3.4) and Equation (3.5). 
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                     (3.4) 

 

                            (3.5) 

So we can get the state-space averaging equations using Equation (3.5), and here D 

is the duty of SW1; all the parameters is the average vale in one PWM duty. 

         (3.6) 

Easily to know, these the relationship of the control variable, inductor current iL, 

low side capacitor voltage v2, and high side capacitor voltage v1 can be measured in 

real-time by current sensors and voltage sensors.  

The conventional control method of this kind of converter structure is based on the 

state average model and the small signal analysis. Nonlinear system is considered 

usually for control one side voltage to a constant range.  

3.3.2 Current control method of half-controlled converter  

Here we use the decoupling method based on real-time voltage signal feed forward 

to obtain the transfer function for continuous current model of bidirectional converter. 

From Figure 3.13, we can see that the sections in the blue block of the half 

controlled bi-directional converters are the same structure of the basic half-bridge, 

shown in the Figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.12 The basic bidirectional structure in half-bridge converter 

 

Figure 3.13 The basic bidirectional structure in half-controlled converter 

                       (3.7) 

Using the state space average method, the system can be described as above， 

Here d is the PWM duty of the chopper system. 

Usually, the system is considered as nonlinear system due to the dU1 in the 

Equation (3.7). Term d is input, and U1 is one of the outputs. Then the small signal 

modeling is done at system operation point, and linear model is realized. The 

controller can be designed based on the small signal model [47].  

Only current control is considered and the voltages U1 and U2 are measurable by 
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using voltage sensors in real-time. 

 

Figure 3.14 Current control block for HC converter 

The relationship between the current and input is given in Equation (3.8).   

=
di

L u iR
dt

                             (3.8) 

Setting u as the system input, and i as the output. The current control system is one 

order linear system.  

The transfer function is:  

( ) 1
=

( )

i s

u s L Rs
                            (3.9) 

It means that, considering only the current control loop, if the voltage signal can be 

measured and feedback in real time, the system is one order system. 

PI controller is designed as current controller, shown in Figure 3.14.  

The system open loop transfer function is  

1( )
=

( ) ( )

P I

ref I

K K sI s

I s K s L Rs




                          (3.10) 

The current controller can be designed using the classic control method without 
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small signal analysis. 

A conventional PI controller is applied for the current tracking control. In order to 

improve the dynamic response, the feed forward loop to the control duty is generated 

with the measurement of the voltages of Vdc, VSC0 and VSC1. Also the duty output 

limitation is set in real-time control system as shown in the Figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15 Current control block for HC converter power sharing strategy [51]   

 

Figure 3.16 Balance current control block for HC converter [51,52] 

Based on the same principle, the current control loop of the HC converter can be 

designed as below. 
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Figure 3.17 Framework of current control algorithm with HC converter 

3.3.3 Current control method of three-level converter 

From the proposal of half-controlled converter, we can naturally deduce that, the 

super capacitor energy bank can be separated to different banks inside the topology. 

The fundamental reason is that, the rated voltage of the super capacitor cell is 

determined by the voltage of the electrolyte. The typical cell voltage is 1–2.8 V, 

depending on the electrolyte technology [40]. In order to obtain a higher working 

voltage that is determined by the application, elementary cells are series connected 

into one capacitor module.  

Three-level converters are a well-adopted solution in applications with high input 

voltage and high switching frequency [48, 49, 50]. The voltage stress of the switches 

is only half of the total dc bus voltage. This allows us to use lower-voltage-rated 

switches and still having better switching and conduction performance compared to 

the switches rated on the full blocking voltage. Therefore, the converter cost and 

efficiency can be significantly improved compared to two-level converters, such as 

half-bridge and Cuk converter, particularly when the switching frequency is above 20 

kHz. 

The capacitors are series connected and serve as a capacitive voltage divider to split 
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the dc bus voltage SC12 into two equal voltages SC1 and SC2, when considering the 

basic condition that the two separated super capacitor bank is strictly equal with the 

same filter capacitor linked to the chopper. 

As shown in Figure 3.18, the states of the switches SW1B and SW1A are 

determined by a switching function s1 and the complementary function, while the 

states of switches SW2B and SW2A are determined by a switching function s2 and the 

complementary function. The switching functions s1 and s2 are generated by pulse 

width modulators PWM1 and PWM2. The phase between the triangle signal for the 

PWM 1 and PWM 2 will be 180 degree.  

 

When d1=d2<0.5       When d1=d2>0.5 

Figure 3.18 PWM signal principle of TL converter [50] 
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Stage A                             Stage B 

 

 

 

Stage C                            Stage D 

Figure 3.19 Different stages in one action period 

We can see clearly that in stage A, B, C and D, the inductance current is  
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The action of SW1 and SW2 can be explained clearly by Equation (3.11) and 

Equation (3.12) [50]. 
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The instantaneous output voltage VOUT can be expressed as: 
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It means that the output voltage is a periodic function with the half period of PWM 

driver signal.  

It is easy to calculate the peak to peak current ripple [50]. 
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The inductance is 25% of the inductance of the half-bridge dc–dc converter for the 

same current ripple and the same switching frequency [50].  
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Figure 3.20 Actions of three-level converter prototype 

 Figure 3.20 shows the action of three-level converter prototype designed for super 

capacitor bank interface. The test voltage of SC1 and SC2 is 30 V respectively.  

The blue signal and the pink signal show the voltages hold by SW2B, and negative 

voltage by SW1B respectively. Green current signal means output current iC0.  

In the condition as shown in Figure 3.20，the output current is equal to 0，when 

1 2 0( )C C Cu u d u                            (3.15) 

The ripple of the output current is nearly 0.75A， which is the same as the 

calculation result based on Equation（3.14）. 

 

Figure 3.21 Large-signal average model of three-level converter [50]  

By simplified the conclusion of [50],  the transfer functions of input voltage and  

output current will be： 
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 Figure 3.22 Current control of three-level converter 

3.4 Experimental verification of HC converter and analysis 

In our experiments, the basic parameters for the half-controlled converter control 

for HESS is as below. 
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Table 3.2 Parameters of converter and HESS platform  

Inductance 0.5 mH 

R  20 mΩ 

SC0 45 V 

SC1 35 V 

DC bus voltage 60 V 

Load DC motor power MAX 400 W 

Controller DSP  150 MHz 

PWM frequency 10 kHz, 20kHz, 25kHz, available 

 

The design of a HESS test platform, especially for the converter section, is 

introduced in [51, 52] in detail. The system is tested before EV prototype setup. 
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 Figure 3.23 Prototype of half-controlled converter 

 

Figure 3.24 Inertial torque generator system 

 

Figure 3.25 Structure of inertial control 

Figures 3.22 and Figures 3.23 show the hybrid energy system operation with the 

current control of SC converter.  In experiment of Figure 3.26, the load is variable 

resistance. The frequency decoupling method is applied to the power sharing between 

two energy sources. In the experiment of Figure 3.27, DC motor is the load of HESS 

with constant acceleration in every seven seconds.  

Based on the analysis of output response and the experiment results, we can clearly 

see that the SC output current tracking ability using the current control method can 

satisfy the requirement of power sharing strategy for HESS operation. Also all the 

regenerative energy can be recovered to SC bank based on current control and the 

application of bidirectional half-controlled converter.   
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Figure 3.26 HESS power sharing experiment 

 

Figure 3.27 Experiments of recovering energy to HESS 

Increasing the energy which can be regenerative to simulate a considerable amount 

of energy in the regenerative brake experiment, the inertia control is applied to the 

load motor. The control method is given in the block diagram above Figure 3.27. In 

this system the total inertial force can be adjusted by the gain k. The maximum inertial 

in our experiment is obtained when k is set to 5 because the limitation of the current 

of load motor is 6 A, and the maximum regenerative current achieved is 1.4 A. 

 Dark blue line represents total load current; 

 Pink line represents capacitor current; 

 Blue line represents battery current; 

 Green line represents current to motor torque. 
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It can be seen in the picture that the filter strategy is effective and the power is 

distributed between the super capacitor and battery.  

 

Figure 3.28 Speed control, and load torque control with increased inertia 

Figure 3.28 shows the motor rolling under the speed control, and driving the load 

with increased inertia, speeding up and down. We can see clearly that there are 

regenerative beaks when the speed slows down. 

 

Figure 3.29 No regenerative current 

 

Figure 3.30 Max regenerative current 1.4 A 
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The filter strategy is used when the load current is positive. All the current is 

absorbed by the super capacitor during regenerative brake. The value of regenerative 

current is depending on the valve of the inertia and the acceleration. 

3.5 Summary  

The battery and super capacitor hybrid energy system with optimized topology is 

analyzed. Half-controlled converter, and three-level converter topologies, operated as 

power interface for SC linked to DC bus, are compared and analyzed.  

The controller design is introduced and the dynamic response is analyzed. HESS 

power sharing experiments using variable resistance load, and energy recovery 

experiment using motor generator system, show the efficiency of the proposed 

method. The next step is HESS power control and energy management strategy 

verification using the ground test of our EV prototype. 
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4 Power Control and Energy Management 

of HESS  

4.1 Three-layer energy management system for EV HESS 

In order to implement HESS, proper HESS management and power control is 

required.  Researches in this topic can be divided into three areas. For simplification, 

the division is demonstrated in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 HESS management structure  

The objective of the energy and power management strategy is to enhance HESS.  

The performance should be obtained from the power flow control among different 

energy sources. 

In our system as shown in the Figure 4.2, the battery holds the DC bus voltage and 

the bidirectional DC/DC converter controls the output current from the super 

capacitor. This means that the power flow distribution will be decided by the load 

current requirement and output current from super capacitor bank. The power from 

battery bank will be controlled passively. 
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Here we proposed the three-layer control strategy for HESS as shown in the Figure 

4.2. 

Chopper level control 

The objective of this section is controlling the output current from the converter to 

track the current reference. Different from the conventional converter control, here the 

wide range of output current response is needed as the output voltage is already 

suppressed by the battery bank. The control method is given in the previous chapter. 

Usually, this control loop is operated at up to 25 kHz, to realize the high speed 

response for the current tracking in high frequency domain 

Power sharing control 

This section realizes the power distribution control between the two energy banks. 

In other words, the output power from one source is controlled, the remaining part of 

the power will be provided by the energy bank. Here, we use the simple method as 

proposed before [52]. A simple filter is used to spate the power between the two 

energy sources as shown in Figure 4.2.  

The high frequency part of the load power will be provided by the SC, and the low 

frequency part will be provided from the battery.  

During regenerative braking, all the power will be recovered to the SC bank to 

increase the efficiency of the energy recovery. The decoupling frequency for the 

power filter can be changed according to different driving condition. The higher level 

controller will decide the decoupling frequency in real-time. This control loop is 

operated at 1 kHz to satisfy the dynamic requirement from the load power 

requirement for the motion of the EV. 

Energy state control 

This section will realize the energy management function considering the State of 

Charge of the SC, load current information and the State of health of the battery. The 

fuzzy logic algorithm is used for the decision of the operation model selection. The 

state of charge of SC will be considered for the continuous working of the system. 

The decoupling frequency for the power sharing will be decided based on different 

driving condition. The protection of the peak current for the SC bank will be set. This 

layer represents the long term goal of HESS; the control loop can be defined in 10 Hz. 
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In order to realize the three-layer control system, the lowest level chopper 

controlled is designed together with converter system, using DSP for high speed 

PWM signal output. The other two level controllers, for power sharing and SC State 

of charge control, the control algorithm will be realized by dSPACE with Simulink. 

The current reference signal will be transferred to the DSP from dSPACE with CAN 

bus in real-time. 

Considering the sampling time of digital control system, the lowest control loop is 

operated at higher than 20 kHz, to achieve the high speed response and good 

performance of the current tracking in the high frequency domain. The power sharing 

level works at 1 kHz, to meet the requirements of the instantaneous power output for 

the advanced motion control of electric vehicle dynamics. The energy state control 

level will be the slowest. The processing can be done in second layer, because the 

objective of this level is long term optimization of HESS, and state of charge of SC 

and battery will be changed slowly. 

In the system design, the chopper level controller can be designed together with the 

converter system. The floating-point DSP with high speed sampling time and PWM 

signal output is applied in this system. For the other two layer controllers, which are 

power sharing and energy state control, the control algorithm will be realized by 

dSPACE with Matlab Simulink. The advantages of this selection are that the 

complex advanced energy management strategy can be realized easily with Simulink 

for future work. On the other hand, the low level controller with DSP satisfies the 

high speed response with simple control algorithms.  

The communication between DSP and dSPACE is realized by CAN bus, for 

transferring current reference signal and the state information of converter. 

4.2 Power sharing control strategy with variable-frequency 

filter  

Our control strategy includes three layer control structure, as shown in Figure 4.2, 

with the following: 

1) The current class controlling the SC current; 

2) The power distribution class controlling the power distributing in the DC bus; 
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3) The SoC adjustment layer controlling the SoC of SC bank. 

Finally, the three-layer control structure drive the duty cycle of the dc chopper 

pulse width modulation to control the current from or into the SC bank. On the other 

hand, the current from the battery is passively controlled base on the three terminal 

network relationships among SC bank, battery, and load requirement.  

We have successfully developed a vehicular motor traction system powered by 

Battery/Super capacitor Hybrid Energy System as shown below, which is used as our 

experiment platform in our research on HESS control strategy. 

 

Figure 4.2 Control strategy block frame 

The hardware is separated into two parts. The first part is focusing on the HESS 

control and the converter control. The second part is motor motion control with drive 

and load motor. The two parts are dependent to each other, and two control DSP chips 

TMS320F28335 are used in our system. The separation of the system in two parts 

reduces the noise from the drive motor and the control circuit for HESS. 
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The basic idea of power sharing method is separating the power requirement from 

load into two part in real-time. The high frequency part is provided by the SC bank 

and the low frequency part is from the battery bank.  The battery stress can be 

release because some part of the required power is transfer to SC bank. Also peak 

power is remarkably decrease if the power from the battery is low frequency part. The 

battery life cycle is therefore can be extended. The principle is shown in Figure 4.6.  

Also during regenerative braking, all the power is recovered to the SC bank by the 

current control algorithm. The efficiency of SC for peak power charging is higher than 

Lead-acid battery. Therefore the efficiency of the HESS is increased by control the 

recovery current flow.  

Frequency-varying filter is applied in our system. The cut-off frequency can be 

changed based on different driving cycles The aim for frequency varying is 

maximizing the efficiency of the SC bank utilization. For example, in the urban 

driving cycle, we increase the cut-off frequency of the power filter. So the SC can be 

charged and discharged with less energy every time. As we know the frequency of 

acceleration and deceleration cycle is high. It is good for the SC bank to provide 

energy assistance in a long period without returning to the charging mode. 

On the other hand, during the highway driving cycle, there is a long distance 

between every acceleration and deceleration cycle. We can increase the cut-off 

frequency of the power filter to use the SC bank in deep state of charge during every 

speed up. 

The choice of the cut-off frequency is made by the high layer controller in our 

system. 

For the next step, the high layer controller can identify the different driving 

conditions, and then the decoupling frequency can be decided to optimize the energy 

consumptions of the whole energy system. 
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Figure 4.3 Power filter strategy block 

 A simple one order filter was selected for the sharing principle. As the DC bus 

voltage is constant, the power sharing is the current control problem.  
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The cutoff frequency can be calculated by the equation as below. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Power filter strategy description 

Frequency decoupling method is a suitable solution for the power sharing in MES. 

The decoupling frequency is applied to the power distribution control. By modifying 
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the decoupling frequency based on different driving conditions, both SC and battery 

output power is changed to satisfy the requirement from the vehicle power train. The 

system behavior for different driving cycles can be analyzed using different 

decoupling frequencies. 

  

Figure 4.5 NEDC speed profiles from reference [54] 

 

Figure 4.6 Frequency-varying filter for power sharing 
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The power distribution control is based on modes of operation of the hybrid 

structure. For regenerative braking the cut off frequency is equal to zero. 

frequency-varying filter works for power sharing in real-time. 

4.3 Super capacitor state of charge control 

SC SoC control includes two parts. The aim of first part is to keep the total energy 

in suitable level to ensure the SC bank work continually. It means the energy recovery 

of SC bank from the load or battery bank must be operated in some condition. Much 

information can be used to adjust the energy recovery such as real-time load power 

requirement and power output evolution in the next period. The second part is the 

SoC balance between the controlled and uncontrolled SC bank. 

 

Figure 4.7 SC bank state of charge control 

The algorithm of power sharing is introduced in the Figure. 4.6. The basic principle 

is based on the frequency decoupling of the powertrain current requirement. The high 

frequency section is provided by SC bank, and the left section is from battery 

passively. As shown in Figure 4.7, the power reference from the energy state control 

layer of the management system is used for control the state of charge of 

supercapacitor based on vehicular information input.  

In our actural system, the finite-state machine principle is used for the continuous 

working of the HESS in a real long time driving cycle. The State of Charge of super 

capacitor is adjusted at the top levels, by measuring the voltage of the SC banks. Icharge 
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is set in the control system as a constant current reference ISC in order to keep the state 

of charge of SC bank in an acceptable level.  

4.4 Experimental setup and analysis 

A traditional two-loop close-loop control is used to control the drive motor and the 

current loop control can be realized automatically by the motor driven board and the 

speed loop is realized by control DSP. The speed signal is used from the 

taco-generator and the current signal is obtained from the current sensor. 

Table 4.1 Drive and load motor specification  

Drive/Load Motor Specification  Output power 0.4 kW 

Poles  4 Armature resistance 1.4 Ω 

Rotational speed 1200 rpm Armature inductance 3.98 mH 

Voltage 60 V Torque factor 0.35 Nm/A 

Current 8.7 A Rotor inertia 5.88 × 10³ kgm² 

The battery used was a lead-acid GSYUASA (60 V) battery, which is composed of 

6 cells and has a nominal power of 100 W. The transient auxiliary source consists of 

three Nisshinbo SC modules: SC0 is achieved with the connection of two individual 

elements in parallel (100 V and 29 F), and SC1 consist of a single module (100 V and 

25 F). 

As known from the basic knowledge of vehicle dynamics in textbook, the power 

load specification is mainly due to speed variation, tire friction dissipation, 

aerodynamics dissipation and mass elevation. This power, Pmotor, can be expressed as:  

       (4.3) 

Where V and M are the vehicle speed and mass, α is the road angle with a 

21
( cos( ) sin( ) )

2
motor r x

dv
P V C Mg a Mg a M SC V

dt
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horizontal line (in rad), Cr and Cx are the friction and aerodynamic coefficients, is the 

air density, S is the front surface area. This equation can be obtained easily by vehicle 

dynamic analysis simply. 

European light duty vehicles have to face the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) 

which permits to evaluate and compare the different cars’ performances in Europe. 

The NEDC consists of repeated urban cycles (called ECE-15 driving cycle) and an 

Extend-Urban driving cycle [54]. Figure 4.5 shows the ECE-15 cycle with the speed 

and the power demand of a car following a flat road. Also sudden power changes can 

be noticed each time the driver requires a speed change. 

The proposed control strategy is mainly based on power filter strategy in the 

frequency domain of the power source of the load. This energy-management strategy 

fulfills the fast energy demands of the load and respects the integrity of each source. 

Precisely, the main idea is to assign the load power demands to the appropriate source. 

The experimental results reveal and confirm the efficiency of the control strategy of 

the one-converter structure. In particular, the following key points can be observed. 

1) The SCs’ supplies most of the transient power required by the load. 

2) The SCs’ power has the fastest dynamics. The battery power has the slowest 

dynamics and both are well tuned. 

3) The load requirements are always satisfied on the whole driving cycle. 

A small scale test platform is designed before the HESS is setup to electric vehicle. 

A 400 W Motor Generator System is used for simulating the driving cycle pattern. 

The energy share between battery and capacitor, and the regenerative braking 

recovery can be compared using different decoupling frequencies, to verify the 

applicability of the proposed control system.  

For the HC converter, the controlled SC bank is interconnected to the dc bus using 

a chopper built with 500 V 50 A power MOSFET modules. The switching frequency 

of the PWM is set up to 20 kHz. The inductor has a value of 1.8 mH with a rated 

current of 12 A. 
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Table 4.2 Half-controlled converter specification 

Main circuit of HC converter 

Inductor 1.8 mH 12 A 

Output capacitor 560 mF 350 V 

Power MOSFET Fuji 2MI50F-050 

Working frequency Up to 20 kHz 

Balancing Circuit 

Inductor 3.9 mH, 2.8 A 

Power MOSFET IRF740LC 

Working frequency 40 kHz 

 

For the experiment, TI DSP32028355 is used as the low level controller linked 

together with the HC converter. And dSPACE DS1005 is used as high level controller 

of the HESS. At the battery bank, five GS Yuasa Lead acid batteries are connected in 

series to DC bus. The SC bank is built with two modules, and also connected in series 

to DC bus. The system hardware verified in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Reduced scale test platform for hybrid energy system. 
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Figure 4.9 Power sharing and regenerative brake in simulated ECE15 driving cycle 

 

A simulated ECE15 drive cycle for the DC motor powertrain is generated by the 

speed reference. In Figure 4.9, the output power is shared by the battery bank and SC 

bank, with the principle of frequency decoupling strategy. Also all the power is 

recovered to the SC bank when regenerative brake during the motor deceleration.  
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Figure 4.10 Test of HESS with variable frequency decoupling strategy [53] 

With different decoupling frequencies, the energy sharing between battery and 

super capacitor, and the regenerative braking recovery can be compared as shown in 

Figure 4.10. At lower decoupling frequencies, the SC bank will provide more energy 

to the DC bank. As shown in the second part of Figure 4.10, the current from battery 

is limited to less than 1 A when the cutoff frequency is less than 0.01 Hz.  

4.5 Summary  

In this chapter, a three-layer control system is proposed as the energy management 

system of HESS after the power interface design. Variable frequency decoupling 

method is applied as the basic power sharing strategy between battery and super 

capacitor. The structure of the whole energy management strategy is discussed, and 
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the state of charge of SC bank is considered for vehicular energy system operation. 

The laboratory-scale test platform tests and experiments are introduced in this chapter.  
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5 Design of EV Prototype with HESS and 

Onboard Experiment Results 

5.1 Introduction of experimental platform  

The hybrid electric vehicle prototype for our research is given as Figure 5.2. The 

original EV is named CMOS, manufactured by Toyota Auto body Co., Ltd. Here we 

mounted the hybrid energy system to this vehicle body frame, as shown in Figure 5.3. 

Firstly, the motion control ECU is added and the inverters of the two in-wheel motors 

are modified, aiming to satisfy the requirement of vehicle advanced motion control 

research. For the hybrid energy system research, the energy management processor, 

converter system, and SC energy banks are installed in this EV.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Sections of hybrid energy EV COMS  

 

The main parameters are listed in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Main parameters of Hybrid EV  

EV body Toyota autobody COMS 

In wheel motor Peak power 2 kW X 2 

Maximum speed 50 km/h 

Weight 430 kg 

DC bus voltage 72cV 

Battery bank Lead-acid 12 V 42 Ah X 6 

SC bank X 3 90 V 64 F module 

DC bus converter Peak current 100A 

As we designed, the HESS in the EV will be operated in different models, listed 

below:  

 Normal model: SC and battery both provide energy to load following the energy 

management principle; 

 Charge model: the EV SC bank is in low SoC. The system should charge the SC 

form battery or from load power regeneration; 

 Regenerative model: the motor recover energy to energy storage device; 

 Error model: the SC or battery, one energy source does not work or over load 

happened.  

So our energy management system and control principle should be designed based 

on this four basic operation models. 
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5.2 Prototype design and experiments of converters for 

HESS  

 

Figure 5.2 System structure of our EV with HESS 
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The prototype of EV with battery and super-capacitor hybrid energy system and 

driven by in-wheel motor system is shown in Figure 5.3, for our experiments and 

further research. The EV prototype is based on the Toyota EV COMS. The hybrid 

energy system with SC bank and converter control system is designed. The 

parameters of the hybrid EV prototype are shown in Table 1. The DC bus voltage of 

the energy system is 72 V, which is hold by the Lead-acid battery modules group. The 

maximum current output from SC bank is designed to be up to 100 A, considering the 

chopper size and the control algorithm. 

 

Figure 5.3 Arranged hybrid energy systems for EV prototype  

We can obtain the limiting duty of the main and balance PWM control and realize 

them in the algorithm. 
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Figure 5.4 Converter structure setup to vehicle prototype  

 

Figure 5.5 Program in the sampling period in converter controller DSP 
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Figure 5.6 Simple flow chart of DSP program with high level controller communication 

The tests and experiments is realized in a reduced scale powertrain system before 

implementing the HESS with converter prototype to the electric vehicle COMS. The 

200 seconds simulated driving cycle is applied to test the HESS power sharing and 

converter control. The load and the powertrain system is realized with the 600 W DC 

motor- generator system. 
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Figure 5.7 Experiment result in simulated urban drive cycle  

In Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the power for load can be separated 

to two sections. High frequency part is from SC, while low frequency part from 

battery. All the recovered energy returns to SC bank, improving the energy efficiency 

of the whole system. 
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Figure 5.8 Experiment results in simulated highway driving cycle 

Frequency-varying filter strategy can be used in different driving cycle to maximize 

the use of SC. The range of the cutoff frequency is from 0.01 Hz to 2 Hz. The energy 

from SC and battery is nearly the same in one driving cycle when the cutoff frequency 

is near to 0.09 and nearly 30% of the energy is recovered to SC bank in every drive 

cycle. 
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 Table 5.2 Analysis of energy sharing and decoupling frequency 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Relationship between decoupling frequency  

and output energy proportion of batter and SC 

Based on the experiment results analysis，the decoupling frequency can be selected 

between 0.01 Hz to 2Hz，which can realize the 20%-80% of total energy provided 

from SC bank in our test driving cycle. It can be the reference of the SC bank capacity 

selection in the prototype design.   
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6 Conclusions and Future Works 

This research focuses on the electrical power hybridization of battery and super 

capacitors. Battery/SC hybrid architecture has been proposed to minimize the number 

of power converters. Half-controlled converter is used to the transient source (SCs). A 

three-layer control structure has been developed and successfully implemented. It has 

been shown that the hybrid source is able to provide any load demand and to satisfy 

the sources inherent characteristics: battery and SC voltage and current limitations, 

are considered, as well as slow battery dynamics. Despite of the single degree of 

freedom, this innovative control strategy is proved to be simple and effective.  

The three-layer control strategy for battery and super capacitor hybrid energy 

system is proposed. The HESS test platform with whole control system is also 

introduced. Half-controlled converter topology as the optimized power interface is 

successfully applied to the system. Also SC State of Charge management is 

considered for the continuous working of HESS. Frequency decoupling approach for 

powering sharing between the two energy banks is introduced. The test with the 

powertrain of the DC motor generator system under the simulated ECE drive cycle 

proved the effectiveness of the system. 

The advantages of this system are the following: the power can be distributed by 

high level controller with the consideration of vehicular information. The battery 

stress will be decreased when the peak power is provided by SC bank. The efficiency 

of the whole system will be increased by power sharing principle and regenerative 

brake. The recharging of the SC by battery can be realized for management the state 

of charge for SC bank. 

HESS with half-controlled converter is implemented to the small scale electric 

vehicle, COMS. The powertrain system is two in wheel motor with peak power of 2 

kW. The DC bus voltage will be 72 V and the converter designed in this paper 

satisfies the requirement of the SC output power in EV system. This power sharing 

and energy management strategy is tested and analyzed in reduced scale driving 

environment.  

The main future works includes two aspects. The HESS and converter test platform 

has been constructed, and the vehicle prototype is setting up. One aspect is to further 

ground test for HESS control using EV prototype. The second aspect is combining 
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hybrid energy system with wireless charging for electric vehicles. Dynamic charging 

while driving and charging power control are the two challenges for wireless power 

transfer technology application to EV hybrid energy system 
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Appendix  

Advanced Charging System for HESS using 

Wireless Power Transfer  

A.1 Requirement analysis HESS charging using WPT  

Energy capacity of electric energy system is much lower than combustion engine. 

In order to improve the cruising range of EV, HESS should be charged repetitively.   

On the other hand, Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) via magnetic resonant coupling is 

suitable for repetitive charge and moving cars [55, 56, 57]. WPT via magnetic 

resonant coupling was first introduced in 2007, realizing high transmission efficiency 

over relatively larger gap compared to the induction method. Based on this, it is 

suitable for the application of EV contactless charging. Figure A.1 shows the 

characteristics and relationships of battery, SC and WPT as energy sources for electric 

vehicles. Figure A.2 shows the conception of Choco-Choco charging to future EV 

system.  

 

Figure A.1 Characteristics of battery, SC, and WPT as EV energy sources 

The whole EV charging system using WPT via magnetic resonant with converter 

face to EV DC bus is shown in Figure A.3.The main sections are power source, 
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transmitter antenna, receiver antenna, and the rectifier. DC-DC converter is necessary 

for the charging system linked to battery and super capacitor energy banks. 

 For high transmission efficiency, load impedance control with DC-DC converter is 

proposed [58, 59]. The control of the power sources side is also necessary for wireless 

station charging. Moreover, due to energy capacity of HESS is limited, charging 

power should be taken into consideration and controlled according to SoC 

information. 

 

Figure A.2 Conception of Choco-Choco charging to EV [58] 

 

Figure A.3 WPT charging system with converter interface for HESS [59] 

A.2 HESS Capacity design method with WPT charging  

EV prototype powered by HESS and WPT charger is shown in Figure A.4. The 

topology of the energy system is in Figure A.5. All the energy devices are linked to 

DC bus. For prototype design, the charging mode should be defined, and the capacity 
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decision of battery and super capacitor energy banks is necessary for HESS design. In 

this section, the principle of HESS design with WPT charging mode description is 

proposed. The converter efficiency and power loss will not be considered in this part, 

and more accurate estimation mothed should be based on special converter and power 

interface. The optimized capacity of HESS considering WPT frequent charging can be 

obtained by the proposed method as below.  

 

 

Figure A.4 EV prototype with HESS and WPT charger   

  As shown in Figure A.5, all parameters for describing the performance of battery 

and SC in HESS are given in Table A.1. The weight rate of SC determines the 

proportion of SC and battery. Then the total energy in HESS can be calculated if the 

total weight of HESS can be obtained. So the optimization and design of the total 

weight of HESS MHESS should be done. 

 
Figure A.5 Energy system topology of Hybrid CMOS with WPT charger   
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Table A.1 Performance parameters for EV HESS  

 
 

  The EV driving condition and WPT charging strategy can be defined in Figure A.6. 

There are several charging times in one driving cycle, following Choco-Choco 

charging mode. The parameters for describing WPT charging and energy consumption 

for EV power train are given in Table A.2 and Table A.3 respectively.  

 

Figure A.6 WPT charging mode for HESS in one driving cycle 
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Table A.2 Parameters for EV HESS in driving test   

 

Table A.3 Parameters for WPT charging system 

 

Here the charge degree should be explained clearly. Our principle of HESS 

charging using WPT is that super capacitor modules should be charged with priority, 

which can increase the whole system efficiency, just like the same principle in 

regenerative breaking. So the Charge degree Q means the proportion of charged 

energy and total energy of battery bank, after the super capacitor is fully charged, 

during one charging time.  

The HESS capacity can be designed by the optimization constraints, shown in 

Figure A.7. An example with equation description is given in Figure A.8 in detail. 

 

     Figure A.7 Optimization constraints for HESS charging using WPT  
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              Figure A.8 Example of HESS capacity design with WPT charging  

In summary, MHESS can be designed in minimum size based on calculating Equation 

1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure A.8. When there is no charging in driving cycle, the parameter 

Charging time is equal to zero. The method is also suitable for the HESS capacity 

design without WPT charging, which is introduced in Chapter 2.  

The capacity design method has already been applied to calculate the energy size of 

electric agricultural machinery powered by hybrid energy system with WPT charging 

for future industrial applications. The results are shown in [60]. 
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-  THE END -  
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